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abstract : The objective of this paper is to construct a real-time ramp control system with
genetic algorithm in order to use the existing highway network effectively and to reduce
traffic congestion. Control options such as entrance control, peak load pricing are considered
in this system. The usefulness of this system is confirmed by application to the urban highway
network of a metropolitan area in Japan, and finally, the applicabilily to Asian countries is
also discussed.

I.INTRODUCTION

In Japan, the road congestion problem has not been solved yet in spite of many efforts and
there are still no effective method which can improve such situation. This resulted from the
unbalanced investment compared with demand, which means that the increase of the travel
opportunity was much larger than that of the network length. So far, the main measure to
improve such situation has been mainly focusing on the extension of road network, but in
metropolitan areas, the network could not be extended easily because of financial and spatial
constraints. In this background, there is a need to understand how to use the existing network
effectively.

This paper is aiming at ramp control of the highway network in order to use highway
network effectively. Previous studies about ramp control method such as Linear
Programming (LP) control were done in the past 25 years in Japan, but most of them were
based on the static model which could not describe the real-time ihange of traffic flow very
well, and these later became inapplicable due to the extension of the highway network. In
terms of implementation, the Metropolitan Expressway Authority (t"CX) has a method, in
which some ramps are closed when heavy congestion occurs in order to improve such
situation. But this method needs the close cooperation between MEX and the police which
controls the arterial road network and cannot cope with real-time phenomena of traffic flow.
Therefore, the method which uses the specific part of highway network such as on-ramp
should be considered. This means that each on-ramp section of the highway network acts as a
buffer, and during congestion, it becomes a waiting space and some vehicles can be contained
there at that moment. The objective of this study is to construct a real-time ramp control
system (RRCS) based on the consideration mentioned above.

In the construction of the RRCS, main problem was that it took a very long time to evaluate
the result of ramp controls, or in other words, the computation time was much larger than the
unit control time such that the system becomes meaningless. This situation was caused by the
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aspects of not only hardware but software, specifically, the poor performance of computer

and the lack of algorithm which can solve optimization problems fast. Recently, there has

been a rapid improvement in the performance of computers. Genetic algorithm (GA) was

developed about l0 years ago in control engineering field, which improved the solution time

of optimization problems dramatically. These advances enable the construction of the RRCS.

The other main advantage of the GA is that the combination of many ramp control options

can be evaluated. For example, not only entrance control but also peak load pricing can be

evaluated in the RRCS

In this paper, the concept and structure of the RRCS are discussed in Chapter 2. The

formulation of each model is made in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the RRCS is applied to a part

of the Tokyo Metropolitan Expressway (MEX) to confirm the effectiveness of this system.

The possibility of applying the RRCS to freeway networks in Asian countries are discussed in

Chapter 5.

2. CONCEPT AND STRUCTURE OF REALTIME RAMP CONTROL SYSTEM

Presently, MEX only uses entrance control as a trafhc control method, but it seems that this

doesn't work well because there are two operational constraints. First one is that this is
operated unsystematically, in which when heavy congestion once occurs at a certain section,

some on-ramps in the vicinity are closed by manual control. Second one is the difference in

the control administration between freeways and arterial roads in Japan. While MEX has its

own traffic control method, arterial road network is controlled by the police, but they are not

coordinated with each other. This shows that it is difficult to cope with traffic flow changes

such as the growth of congestion in real-time, therefore the method which uses the specific

part of the highway network should be considered.

On-ramp is focused on as the specific part in this study. In the case of MEX, most of on-

ramps have few booths at the junction between freeway and arterial road (Figurel), and some

vehicles can be contained in the waiting space if congestion of both highway and arterial road

becomes severe. Each booth can select the "optimal" option in order to'improve the "bad"

state of the highway network. Entrance control or booth control was considered as a ramp

control option in previous studies, but in addition to this, many other options can be

introduced if there is a system which can evaluate their effect. For example. peak load pricing

can be regarded as a ramp control option. In this study, it is not assumed that automated toll
collection system is installed at the ramps. Each vehicle is charged peak toll at the booth

directly if network is congested.

An important point when constructing RRCS is the presence of data collection system of
traffic flow parameters. Fortunately, MEX has a system which measures some parameters of
traffc flow such as travel speed and traffic volume with censors set at intervals of about 300

meters on the whole network and at every ramp. Presently, this system is used only for
information service, but this can also be applied to traffic control system.

From the background above, it can be said that the RRCS is a system which optimizes the

future state of traffc flow under adequate ramp control options with red-time traffic data. It
was already mentioned that previous studies about ramp control could not evaluate real-time
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Figure l. P.amp struchre of MEX

phenomena of trafEc flow because of the constraint about computer and algorithm. But this

situation has been improved dramatically by the development of GA. The GA can solve the

optimization problems with adequate pararneter setting in accordance with their property. In
this study, GA is applied to RRCS focusing on the speed of convergence.

RRCS have a hierarchical structure which consists of main model and two sub-models
(Figure 2). The main modcl solves the optimization problem of the traffic flow state using

GA. One sub-model is the trafEc simulation model which simulates the future traffic flow
state in terms of travel speed and traf6c volume using the present traffic flow state. Another
is the division rate model which expresses the probability of driver's choice of using a
freeway in accordance with generalized cost. These models will be formulated in the next

chapter.

3. MODEL FORMULATION

3.1 Trallic Simulation Model

Before the traffic simulation model is formulated, its characteristic should be considered.

There are macroscopic and microscopic approaches to construct traffic simulation model and

it must be decided which is suitable for the construction of model. In the macroscopic model,

the network is divided into segment and the values of traffic flow state are described by

aggxegate data. On the other hand, the microscopic model focuses ori the movement of each

vehicle. The choice depends on the data collection system. If the road network and vehicles

are integrated, vehicle travel data can be collected directly, and to formulate the microscopic

model is meaningful. tn this study, traffic flow data are collected by censors, therefore to
choose the macroscopic model is very advantageous. Many previous studies about the

macroscopic model were done, but these could not describe traffic flow phenomena clearly

especially in congested state. RRCS should work well especially in congested state because it
is in congested state that traffic control method is needed. Therefore the model's repeatability

in congested state should be confirmed in this study.

Figure 3 shows a segment without on-ramp or offramp, where segment length is { and nj is
the number of lanes. Each segment has at least one censor, and traffic volume and average

travel speed at some time intervals can be known. At this time, density of segment I at time I

dj is
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Figure 2. Stnrcture ofRRCS

Figure 3. Segment without ramps

di -q!fv',, (l)

where q! is traffic volume, v,' is average travel speed of segment i at time l. The number of
vehicles in segment i at time t Qi is estimated as follows:

Qi -nit,d! . (2)

At dr time intervals, the number of vehicles in segment i will change. We must decide the

number of vehicles Q"f wfuchpass through nodeT at time interval dl as follows:

q,,,* - n"(tl##,Qff - e:-, * q,',!).
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wh€re 0,T is the mo<imum number of vehicles which can exist in segment r-1. Thus, the

number of vehicles in segment i at time t+dt Qi'a is determined by the equation of continuity
as follows:

Qi* -Qi *q",! -q",* (4)

Therefore density, trafEc volumg and average travel speed of segment i at time t+& di*
q!* , "l* is expressed as follows:
' di" -Q!'t f ni'tl,, (5)

q!* 'f (d:*), (6)

u',* - r(r:*), (7) ,

where,(d) is volume-density function nd g(O is speed-density function. Using (3)-(7)
repeatedly, the future value oftraffic flow state at time t+?dt, t+3d, .., can be solved.

Figure 4 shows I segment with on-ramp m nd off-ramp r. When the number of vehicles

which pass through the toll booths at time t+& utf , u:* can be known, equation (4) is
substituted as follows:

Q!* -Qi *q"# -q"f +i! -u:* , (4)'

The most important point when executing traffic simulatipn model is that we must do these
calctrlations above mentioned upstrearn. This is why traffc state of each segment depends on
that ofits downstream one.

3.2 Division Rate Model

In this study, peak load pricing is considered as a ramp control optior\ therefore a model
which can express division rate by toll of the highway network is needed, but there are two
problems. It can be considered first that each driver generally chooses his route by comparing
generalized cost of freeway with that of arterial road, but the problem is that there are no
traffic data for arterial roads and a model which is a function ofboth gerteraliztA costs carmot
be constructed. fuiother problem is that the uniformity oftoll does not allow the modelto be
calibrated with a toll value. Therefore the gravity model is aszumed as the division rate model
which is expressed by only generalized cost of the freeway. In the next study, the model of
driver's route choice behavior will be needed. [n this study, the origin is defined as the on-
ramp where the driver enters and the destination is defined as the ofl-ramp where the driver
exits in this study.

The equation of gravity model is given as follows:

T* - hG,A,(C, *al-)t, (q)

where 7- is the O-D traffic volume between on-ramp m and off-ramp il, G, is trip
generatiom rate of on-ramp fr, A, is trip attraction rate of oFramp n, (1, is toll of on-ramp
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Figure 4. Segment with ramps

pt, l- is travel time on highway baween on-ramp m and oFramp ,r, and k,a,I are

parameters. In this study, ft10, a:50(yer/miD.), 7= -1.6. In practice, decreasing rate of
highway utility under the change oftoll is expressed as follows:

l-T-f T* -t-(D*lD-\'

3.3 Fomuletion of thcpptimization Problcm uring GA

It has already been mentioned that the RRCS is a system which brings the highway network

in some "optimum" state by solving the optimization problem. Therefore, the objective

functions must be defined firstly. Four objective functions are considered in RRSC. First one

is the "marimization of total vehicles which pass through the on-rlmps". This standard is

equivalent to the "ma;<imization of revenue" if toll is uniform and advantageous to the road

zupplier.

ma:<) )ai (10)

The second objective function is the "minimization of total travel time". This standard is

equivalent to the "minimization of total number of vehicles on whole network" and

advantageous to road users.

where wl is the number of vehicles which are waiting at waiting space of on-rarnp m at time

l. The third one is "maximization of total vehicles kilometer". This standard can be regarded

as "mo<imization of momentum"

mil( t ) nil,d!v!aa
(12)

The fourth one is "ma:rimization of. totd traffic volumes". This standard is aiming at the

effective utilization of the highway network when demand is relatively large'

(e)

.i"2(2"1 tdi +2,w',) (l l)

nax\lti

The constraints of the optimization problems are as follows:
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Osw'- -rl:" YmeM,

O sdi sdi" Yi el ,

(14)

(15)

where w]* is maximum number of vehicles which can be contained at waiting space of on-

tamp m, M is the set of on-ramps, d,.* is maximum density of segment i, and / is the set of
segments. Which standard should be taken is important in accordance with the traffic
situation of the highway nerwork, but it is very difEcult to decide which is the best standard
without some calculation, so this will be discussed after some calculation in Chapter 4.

ln this study, setting of control time interval is very important. If this intervalis set large, the

waiting space will be covered with vehicles at many on-ramps and this causes heavy

congestion in the arterial road network. To prevent this, interval should be set short .

In the end of formulation, the method of application of the GA to RRCS is explained. In
traffEc engineering or transportation planning field, GA has been used in some studies, but

these were applicable to the static problem. [t seems that to apply GA is advantageous to
dynamic optimization studies. GA is based on the principle of survived of the fittest, that is to
say, "strong" living things who have ability to adjust themselves to the habitat can survive

through many processes such as selection and mutation. When GA is applied to the

optimization problems, ability of adjustment means the value of the objective functions. Each

living is characterized by a chromosome which is composed of genes, and adequate setting of
genes and chromosome is needed in accordance with the type of the optimization problem. In

this study, the length of chromosome is equivalent to the number of on-ramps which are

objects of ramp control on the whole applied network, and each gene is expressed by code

number of ramp control option. For example, if there are 8 on-ramps and 8 ramp control

options listed on Table l, chromosome can be expressed as follows:

00207000,
This shows that if fully opened operation is done at third on-ramp, toll is 500 yen higher than

usual at fifth on-ramp, and fully closed operation is done at the rest. Additionally, adequate

setting of procedures and parameters is needed in order to get a good solution. In this study,

setting of procedures and parameters are done like that shown in Table 2. After doing these

operations, the number of vehicles which pass through booths at on-ramp a at time I can be

described as follows:

(16)

where Di is the code number of ramp control option at on-rarnp m al time t, and r) - 2f: .

4. APPLICATION OF REALTIME RAMP CONTROL SYSTEM

4.1 Summery of Applicd Nctwork

RRCS is applied to Kanagawa network of MEX (Figure 5) in the southern part of Tokyo
Metropolitan area. Total length of the network is 40.0km (one way) in November 1994 (the

new was line opcned in December 1994), nd 24 on-ramps nd 25 off-ramps are there.

u'^ - h(b'.,n';',4),
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Table l. The list of ramp control options

Co&l.Io. RaryCmtdopim Co&l.lo. RarpCuudqin
Fullctd'

OrEBdlrOpqEd

RrllOpqEd

Raising lm,€n

4

5

6

7

Raising2mwn

Raising300wr

Raising400lrn

Raisittg5mlEn

Table 2. Setting of procedures and parameters

Pmcedrcs

Str@rfrrddin
Ooesowrnahod

lvtreinrulnd
Cmwrgurdin

Prargers
ttrrterdlivings
Croswrra*/o)
Ivtltaiindse/d

Uniform toll of 500 yen is charged. In peak hours, the Yokohane line is very congested

especially in the direction of central Tokyo and near central Yokohama.

As Figure 5 shows, split rates at junction should be considered in the traffic simulation model.

U$slly, thesc arc Etrected by congestion lo,rel and travel time, and varyrng time by timg but
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thcrc is [ttlc difference of travel timc baween two routes through the day of srrvcy, urd
therc is also littlc difference of split ratc c samc day, so split rates are assumcd constant in this
nawork.

Adequatc numbcr of segments should be decided so that RRSC becomcs usefirl in practice. It
takes very long timc to exocute RRCS if the network divided into too rnEny scgmcn$.
Thcrcfore the applied netu,ork is divided into 75 scgments so that length of each segmcnt is
about l,0oOrn in this study. The simulation time intewd of the traffc simulation modcl
should be affected by lengh of segment, that is to say, time interrral should be set such that
any'vehicle in each segment c8nnot go tkough the following former segment. This intenral is

decided as l0 seconds.

4.2 Rcpcrtebility of Trrfrrc Simuletion Model

At first, we must estimate functions about the relationship among thc traffic flow variables
expressed in equation (6) and (7) in order to ex@ute RRCS. Figure 6 shows the relationships
between travel speed and trafEc volume (Q-V), between travel speed and average density
(K-V), and between average density and traffrc volume (Q-K) of the Yokohane line. In

Figrre 6. Rclationships among the traffic flowvaltubles
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$ocrrt thcsc rdetionstrips arc formulatcd by some functiond forms. In this study, speed-

dcosity function is only estirnated by actual oensor data on weekday becausc this funaion is
thc rnos available and thc easiest one. The tinear function is asstrmed as follows:

v=v*(l-dld*), (17)

where v* is modmum speed, d* is modmum density, d is observed density, and v is

estimated spacd. The results of esimation are as follows: v.- is 93.2 (km/h), d* is67-5

(vehicles/knr), and R2 is0.731.

The repeatability of trafrc simulation model is very important in order to evaluate RRCS.

Figure-7 shows the correlations between observed values and estimated values of travel

speed and traffic volume. lt can be understood that the gap becomes larger when simulation

time increases and repeatability of this model is only assured during l5 minutes. This

indicates that RRCS cannot evaluate long-term effects of ramp control, therefore, short-term

effects of RRCS will be evaluated in this study.

Simulation tbr 5 minutes Simulation for l0 minutes
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4.3 Evduation of Red-time Rrmp Control System

In this section, RRCS is evaluated by applyng it to the actual highway network. There are

two items of evaluatior\ one is its time to converge and another is the improvement between

with and without control. Simulations are done from 7:00 AM to 7:15 AlvI under three

optimization standards at l- minute interval using actual data from sensors at 7:00 AM. The

number of vehicles which arrive at rarnps is decided by Poisson distribution model in which

the parameter is the observed average number of aniving vehicles per l0 seconds in peak

houis. RRCS is tried three times for each standard. There was no difference between traffic

flow values of with control and without control in terms of the standard of the "ma:<imization

of total vehicles which pass through on-ramps", so this standard will not be considered.

Additionally, the ef[ects of with and without peak load pricing are compsred. In this study,

there is no comparison among optimization algorithms. The Sun SPARC Station l0 is used

for the computation.

Table 3 shows the results of convergence time. It is expected that these do not exceed the

unit control time which is 15 minutes, and the result meets this condition. It takes more time

to execute RRCS when peak load pricing is implemented, but this is where the division rate

model computes the travel time of whole O-D pairs. Table 4 shows the result of the

comparison of the patterns of ramp control options in were comparatively large in the peak

perioa. This result ioughly shows that the possibility of elimination for freeway use is raised

by peak load pricing if drivers tend to pay higher toll. For example, drivers who want to enter

namp Z cannot be permitted in the operation without peak load pricing, but if peak load

pricing is implemented, they can sometimes enter when they can pay about 400 yen higher

than usual. There are some differences of characteristic about the combination of ramp

control options among three standards. On-ramp whose waiting space is very small (like

Ramp 2) ir t"nd to bJ closed or charged with high toll under "minimization of total travel

time'i. This is why this standard is equivalent to the "minimization of total number of vehicles

on whole network", that is to say, small number of vehicles can wait at such on-ramps. The

aim of the "ma:rimization of total vehicles- kilometer" is the smooth disposition of long

distance trips, so on-ramps which are near the upper strearn of applied network are tend to be

opened unaei ttris standard. On the other hands, on-ramps which are far from congested

segment are tend to be opened under "maximization of total traffic volumes", but both

.oi.ir"tion standards ,r. f"irty similar because the upper stream of applied network is an

uncongested point. Table 5 shows improvement rates under three standards expressed as

follows:

IR -orrr-on,* r1gg
or,*,

if mo<imization problern,

-on*, -onn ,1gg othen rise, (18)
on,*

where.IR is improvement rate, Orn is the value of objective function with ramp control, and

On*, is the value without rarnp control. Ifthis index is positive, it can be said that RRCS is

*fecti"e. Though high improvement rate cur be achiwed under'minimization of totd travel

time", the rate iendJto go negative as control time passes under other two standards. This
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Table 3. Convergence time ofRRCS

Wilnrpe*ldpriilrg

.lrirr,nG

Withp*Hpriing

12:07.12 9:01.61. 8:50.42

7:20.08 8:16.56 'r ll:01.@
9:06.65 8:10.15 6:37.19

Mrx of trrfr vohrmc
wirh

t2315678

2:O3.!t6

2:16.fl)
l:50.89
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Wiihail With

t231567t9 1231567t9

7:01
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7:01
7:05
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7: l4

7:01
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7:03

7:(X
7:05

7:A6
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7;01
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7:O3
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7:Ot
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7:10
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00002

10022001
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00012022
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10t000220
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0t002t21
00002012

100011022
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005130445
120622261
751t3t32?
222222222
1t02r1762
0,r00a6711
o14115221
132t27t06
002746t65

5035t6332
o40725626
0 7 6 4 5 6 3 20
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070223630
070614,1 00
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Table 5. Improvement rate ofRRCS
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results from short time intervals of ramp control, but long time intervals cannot be chosen

because the concept of this control method does not permit the selection of long time

intervals. But it is insufficient to use the objective function which only uses the trafEc

variables of freeway, so a new objective function which uses not only the traffic variables of
freeway but that of arterial roads may be considered.

It could be considered that the ef[ectiveness of RRCS using GA is partially confirmed by the

results of some calculation. Also, it was confirmed that the possibility of elimination was

mitigated by the implementation of peak load pricing. But if dgorithm is improved, other

options can be implemented. For example, there is a possibility that each booth can choose

different options at same on-ramp. when there are two booths at some on-ramp, and peak

load pricing is implemented at one of booths and the other is closed, drivers who don't want

to pay high toll can wait until it becomes more advantageous for them. It will be possible to

construct such system by applying GA.

5. CONCLUSION OF THIS STUDY AND TEE POSSIBILITY TO APPLY REAI-
TIME RAMP CONTROL SYSTEM IN ASIAN COUNTRIES

In this study, a real-time ramp control system which evaluates the effects of various ramp

control options are constructed by the application of GA and its effectiveness is confirmed in

spite of tie insufEcient repeatability of traffic simulation model. Peak load pricing is applied

as ramp control option and its role, mitigation of the possibility of elimination of freeway use,

is confirmed. But there are still things which are improved as follows.

(l)In terms of modeling repeatability of traffic simulation model in long periods in

congested situation should be improved in order to evaluate the effects of ramp control

in period longer than I hour.
(2)In this study, K-V, Q-V and Q-K curve are considered uniform in each line. But these

may depend on gcometric condition such as lane width, so segments should have

different curves.
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(3)Thc objective of this study is to construct new ramp control system, in which on-ramps
get as I btrffer in order to mitigate congestion in arterial roads, but there is no objective
funaion which is described by somg variables of arterial road.

(4[n this study, segments are not divided into lanes. But the characteristics of traffic flow
are different among lanes, so traffic simulation model should be constructed not by
se?ment lwel but by lane level.

(5[n this study, control option is uniform among toll booths, but these may have dif[erent
strategies in order to help drivers decide their attributes, waiting or entering with high
fare. It is easy to consider such situation if using GA.

Finally, the possibility that zuch RRCS is applied to the freeway network in developing

countries in Eastern Asia will become important in the future. The reasons are expressed as

follows:

(l)Total stock of road infrastructure is limited and congestion problem becomes serious in
these countries. In this background, the need of effeaive utilization of urban expressway
is essential in order to maintain economic $owth. Therefore, ramp control of the urban
expressway becomes very important.

(2)In these counries, the implementation of the toll poliry as demand control has large

effect on driver's o(pressway use because the demand for expressway use may be very
sensitive to the change of toll level such.as peak load pricing. But people are against its
implementatiorl so this should be combined with the implementation of usual ramp

control methbd.

There are some considerations in order to apply RRCS in these countries. Firstly, the
difference in driver's behavior may be very large because of the gap bf income level, and also,

the behavior ofpassenger car is quite different from that ofheavier vehicles or buses, such

that the segmentation of drivers and analysis of behavior for each segmentation are needed.

Finally, real-time trafEc data collection system is needed in order to apply RRCS and the
installation of many traffc counters will be very important and its needs will become urgent.
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